IF A BEAR SHITS IN A
SEALED CIPA
CONFERENCE, CAN IT
EXPAND THE ESPIONAGE
ACT TO THE NYT’S
READERS?
Under some claims the government made in a
sealed hearing, “there are hundreds of thousands
of people unwittingly violating the Espionage
Act by sharing the New York Times report about
the WikiLeaks leak.” I’m intervening to try to
make those claims public.

DOJ MOVES FOR
CONTEMPT AS
INJUNCTION FINALLY
LIFTED
DOJ has asked Beryl Howell to hold Trump in
contempt for refusing to certify his search for
stolen documents.

THE RULES AGAINST
KEEPING CLASSIFIED
DOCUMENTS IN AN

UNSECURE RV PARKED
ALONGSIDE JEREMY
BROWN’S HOME
Jeremy Brown wants to argue he had a good reason
to bring classified information and store it in
his RV. Probably, that argument will work no
better for him than it has any number of
Espionage Act defendants — or for that other
disgruntled Floridian who took classified
information home from work.

ANOTHER LATE
SEPTEMBER RUSSIAN
INFLUENCE PEDDLER
INDICTMENT
DOJ announced the September indictment of Andrii
Derkach, the Ukrainian they label as a Russian
spy who peddled all the Hunter Biden dirt to
Rudy in December 2019.

TWO INCONSISTENT
STORIES ON
ADDITIONAL SEARCHES
OF TRUMP’S PROPERTY
A Trump-friendly WaPo story reveals that an
outside firm conducted additional searches for
stolen classified documents on at least
Bedminster and Trump Tower, and claims that some

kind of attestation that no more documents were
found (though that may apply only to
Bedminster). CNN, however, reveals four
properties were searched and states that no
attestation was made.

SPECIAL COUNSEL JACK
SMITH TAUGHT DOJ HOW
TO ALPHABETIZE BY
LAST NAME! A TALE OF
TWO SUBPOENAS, AND
OTHER SELF-MOCKERY
To mock myself and others for overreading, I
proclaim that comparing subpoenas from the fake
elector investigation from before and after the
appointment of Jack Smith “proves” that he
taught DOJ how to alphabetize.

“TENTACLES” WITH THE
“POTENTIAL TO
SPIRAL:” GEOFFREY
BERMAN, BILL BARR,
AND HUNTER BIDEN’S
DICK PICS
As Republicans all prepare to investigate why
Twitter took down pictures of Hunter Biden’s
dick posted without consent, it’s worth
reviewing Geoffrey Berman’s description of the

“tentacles” of a Rudy Giuliani investigation
that might

TRUMP IS A MOB BOSS
WHOSE OMERTÀ HAS
STARTED TO FAIL
On the way that the two Pats, Cipollone and
Philbin, testified for ten hours about Trump’s
crimes, he ratcheted up his wails to try to hide
and reverse his vulnerability.

MATTY TAIBBI’S DICK
PICS
Given his long history of apologizing for
Russia, Matt Taibbi is a terrible choice to
explain the back story behind Twitter’s (stupid)
decision to prevent a shoddy NY Post story on
“Hunter Biden’s” “laptop” from going viral. He’s
an even worse choice to complain about the
takedown of leaked Hunter Biden dick pics.

“WE HAVE A PLAN. I’M
WITH RUFIO” … BUT THE
GOVERNMENT DOES NOT
In the same way that Oath Keeper prosecutors
never obtained evidence about what transpired in
a key phone call, Proud Boy prosecutors appear

not to have evidence about a key meeting on
January 5 where Joe Biggs and Ethan Nordean
finalized a plan.

